Fall Arrival
Fall arrived quickly this year. It seems we were just in the heat of things and
it cooled considerably with rain causing “cart path only” to go into effect.

·

While we will try to only use that when the fairways are a bit mushy the

·

time is coming when it will be every day. When that happens we’ll be sure
to have all the red tees set up for those wanting to play but not slog

·

through to find your ball.

·

We managed to aerify just after the Prowl & Growl Tournament and had

·

the good fortune (maintenance would disagree with 90 degree days) of

·

massive heat. This certainly helps the sand dry quickly, falling into the
holes. Thanks to Freeman Rock for getting us enough sand for this project!
As of this writing there is still a bit of sand on the greens but they get better
everyday and set us up for great greens next spring.
We have been having major issues with Elk again. If you see a radio
around the greens, usually playing, please leave it there. We try to put
these out late in the day to keep the elk at bay during their nighttime playtime.
Carts have been mentioned as often as elk in our newsletters. We have
had a few incidents with carts recently so it reminds us to provide a bit of
education about these machines. Golf cars are often referred to as
“carts” but they are a motorized vehicle. As such, they are subject to all
the issues that all other motorized vehicles are—and they should be driven
with those cautions in mind. Golf cars are NOT 4 wheel drive or off road
vehicles. They get stuck and they CAN roll over. When a person signs out a
golf car they are accepting responsibility for the safety of the machine as
well as themselves and their passenger. If a golf car breaks down, please
do not attempt to fix it yourself. Please call the clubhouse and we will send
someone to help as well as bring a different golf car for you.
We will also have an opportunity to purchase your own electric cart in the
near future. If you are interested in having your own cart please talk to Val.
These will be the gold (brown) carts numbered 50-59.
Lastly, please sign up to play in the Greenskeepers Revenge Tournament
October 26th. The beneficiary, Katlyn’s Cause, benefits children in the
cancer ward at Doernbecher's Hospital.

~Gary & Val
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Upcoming Events
October 2—Men’s Club Championship final play & luncheon

—

October 5—Wedding
October 8—Red Hat Luncheon
October 12—Wedding

—

—

October 24—SR Ladies Club Pumpkin Tournament
October 26—Boyd Carson Memorial GreensKeepers Revenge to benefit Katelyn’s Cause (childhood cancer care)
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